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TESTS 0? A BOGART GAS ENGINE.
Introduction.
The tests run for this thesis were made in groups in which
some one factor was varied, the variable being carried to such
extremities as were obtainable with the engine. Inasmuch as
the engine tested was only recently installed and the tests
here recorded the first to be run, the data obtained will be
of some interest. It will be noted that the tests were not
conducted according to the standard code. The reason for the
divergence lies In the fact that two of the authors of this
thesis originally intended to determine "n" under variable con-
ditions, and the data obtained taken for the thesis of M. I.
Mix at the sane time. Due to the fact that the values of
"n" obtained were absurdly low, the work was abandoned and
Messrs. Harris and Gibbs colloborated with M. I. Mix in the
production of this thesis.
The logarithmic diagrams used to determine ' !n", as explained
later, showed little leakage, but a further investigation with
the use of comoressed air showed considerable leakage. The
engine was set on dead center and comoressed air led into the
cylinder at the side of the indicator cock. Two globe valves
were attached above and below a gage situated immediately
above the inlet. By admitting air under pressure and turning
off the feed, the fall in pressure due to leakage was read

on the gage. As the time allowed for thesis work did not allow
the replacement of the piston rings and the detection of
other leakage, the thesis above mentioned was dropped.

3CHAFFEE I.
Description of hnginc and Auxiliaries.
1.- Description of Engine. - The engine tested was
a gas engine manufactured by the Bogart Gas Power Engineering
Company of Buffalo, New York. The engine is rated at 15
li. P. on matural gas, and runs at 325 r. p. m. The dimensions
of the cylinder are ten inches diameter by a nine inch stroke.
The piston has three rings and runs in a heavy cast iron
cylinder, the piston rod being attached to the crosshead which
in turn is connected to the crank oin through the usual con-
necting rod. The crank pin operates centrally he two;
two heavy fly- wheels. The crank shaft is connected to the lay
shaft M. Pig. II. hy spiral gears L. Attached to the lay shaft
is the timer 3, the cam P oner tin™ the inlet and exhaust ports
and also a small cam for operating a small plunger pump uned
in feeding the gasoline from the tank D to the vaporizer A, Fig. III.
The lay shaft also drives a vertical governor, B Pig. II., of the
enclosed fly-ball type, by means of spiral gears. The governor
is connected to a butter-fly valve located just beyond the
mixing chamber B, Pig. III. The valves C and I Pig. II. are
of the vertical poppet t type and are seated in a ~ater jacketed
cage which is ground jointed to the cylinder. The main ignition
plug 0. is studded to ground joint at the side of the cylinder.








4can be adjusted for late igai.tloiL.vin starting and advanced to
the most efficient running position and locked. The cylinder
and cylinder head are separately jacketed so that it is possible
to isolate the neat losses at the two points- A valve is
located on the end of the gas lead controlling the amount of
gas used/ The air used for gas combustion is brought into the
mixing chanber by the suction of the gas engine, which lifts
an aluminum drop valve admitting the air. This valve is
seated when running on gasoline, the air bein~ brought in nearer
the vaporizer.
2.- Description of Fuel Appliances. - (a) Gas
Economizer. - The gas and air mixtures were determined by a gas
economizer manufactured by the Meriam Company of Cleveland,
Ohio. The gas is led from a wet meter A, Fig. I., thru a
three-quarter inch hole located in a copper diaphragm, small
pipes leading from each side to a- calibrated liquid manometer
which indicates directly the amount of gas oer hour used by
the engine. The gas is then led to a small balanced holder
D, and then to the engine. The air is taken directly from
the engine room thru the pipe E and is led thru a copper diaphragm
containing eight three-quarter inch holes, the amount of air
being used is read from a manometer as before. The air passes
to a balanced holder !3 and then to the engine.

5(b) Exhaust Gas Calorimeter. - The amount of heat
lost in the exhaust gases was measured by exhausting thru a
calorimeter in which a series of baffles allowed v/ater entering
at the top to come in contact with the rising gases, thus absorb-
ing the heat from the gases. The v/ater trickles over the
beffle plates to the bottom of the calorimeter and is drawn off
into a weighing tank. The apparatus is so arranged that the
last baffle throws the water to the outside of the calorimeter.
The exhaust pipe extends into the calorimeter and allows water
to gather aroun it to a depth of eight to ten inches as shown
on a gage glass. in this manner the maximum flow of water
thru the apparatus is determined without the danger of overflow
into the exhaust pipe.
(c) Gasoline Vaporiser. - The vaporizer A Pig. III.,
is supplied with fuel by a gasoline pump driven from the lay
shaft. The gasoline is kent at a constant level in the vapor-
izer reservoir by means of an overflow pipe which returns the
excess gasoline to the fuel tank. The level of the gasoline
is kept at approximately one-half inch below the spray nozzle.
The gasoline is drawn into the vaporizer on each suction stroke,
due tc the slight vacuum created and is absorbed by the air
passing over the spray nozzle.

6CHAPTER II.
Description of Calibrations and Methods.
3.- Calibration.- (a) Indicator Springs.
—
The apparatus used to calibrate the indicator springs consisted
of a steam drum connected by a siphon connection to the in-
dicator. The drum is connected at one end to a mercury column
and steam pressure is applied by throttling the admission or
discharge. The indicator was well oiled and attached. Paper
was out on the drum and steam pressure turned on until the
instrument became warm. The steam pressure was then turned
off, and by pressing the pencil against the paper and revolving
the drum by hand, the atmospheric line was obtained. Pressure
was applied by increments e-ual to one-fifth the value of the
spring; the motion being constantly upwards, stopping only to
draw lines fox' the determined pressures. Pressures were ap-
plied to fifty per cent, over the rated value of the spring.
The above operation was repeated, starting with the maximum
value and decreasing the pressure by equal increments. The
average position or mean line of the ascend in- and descending
increments gave the ordinate corresponding to that pressure.
The soring used thru-out the tests was approximately correct
until overloads of forty to fifty per cent, were reached, and
as this condition was never obtained during the test, the
spring was accepted as correct.

7(b) Gasoline Tank. - The gasoline tank wan weighed
dry and when filled with water; the water being poured in until
the manissca was just visible at the top of the gage glass.
The temperature of the water was taken and the density of
gasoline corresponding to that temperature used in finding the
weight of gasoline in the tank. The water was warmed to about
75 degrees F. as this is an average temperature in an engine
room, thus giving an approximately average calibration. The
visible length of the gage glass was then measured and divided
by the contents of the tank in pounds, thus determining the
length of gage glass per pound of gasoline.
4.- Method of Setting the Engine on Dead Center.
-
The engine was turned over until it was nearly on dead center.
A coincident mark was then made on the cross-head and on the
bed of the engine. An available and permanent ooint was marked
on the engine and one point of a tram inserted in this mark.
A mark with the other point of the tram was made on the fly-
wheel. The engine was turned past dead center until the
marks on the crosshead and the bed again coincided. A mark
was made on the fly-wheel with the tram as before. The bisection
of these points gave a permanent point of reference for setting
the engine on dead center.

85. - Method of Determining the Clearance. - The
engine was set on dead center and a determinable weight of
water poured in until it filled the clearance space* The tem-
perature of the water was taken thus determining by the aid of
tables the weight of water per cubic foot. Knowing the dim-
ensions of the engine, the clearance in per cent, of stroke was
easily calculated.
6. '- Method of Varying the Clearance. - The
clearance was varied by screwing the piston rod into the cross-
head and locking the setting by means of a heavy locknut re-
volving on the o is ton shaft*
7. - Method of Determining the Point of Ignition.
-
The engine was turned over until the ignition was r.ade, a ooint
being marked at the instant on the flv-wheel with a tram. The
distance between the mark obtained and the dead center noint
gave, when divided by the circumference 3f the wheel, the per-
centage of the angular displacement of V e wheel per revolution
at which ignition occurred*
8. - Method of Determining the Brake Constants.
-
The weight of the brake arm was determined by revolving the
flywheel in one direction and then reversing, taking the weight
of the arm in each instance by means of a small scale. In the
first case, the effects of friction and the weight of the arm

9are measured, while in the second t! e weight minus the friction
is measured; thus an average value of the two reading gives
the true weight of the brake arm.
9. - i'.Iethod of Uete raining the Heating Value
of the Fuel. - The heating value of the fuel was obtained by
the use of a Junker calorimeter. The gas was metered, sent
thru a pressure regulator and burned. The combustion products
pass to the top of the combustion ehanber and from there thru
double rows of vertical Lubes to the uptake chamber and exit
flue at the base of the chamber. /fnile aassing out the
gases are thoroughly cooled and condensed by the cooling v/ater
ich surrounds the tubes and the cumbustion chamber.
The cooling v/ater -nters a constant level chamber and flows
at constant head to the apparatus thru a regulating cock.
The temperature of the cooling water is measured by theromo
meters provided at the inlet and discharge of the apparatus.
The v/ater is discharged thru a free level chamber. The con-
densation resulting from the combustion of hydrogen collects
in the bottom of the uptake chamber and is drained into a
measuring glass.




V = Volume of gas consumed reduced to 62 degrees F.
and 14.7 pounds pressure.
17 = Weight of cooling water in kilograms
z Mean discharge temperature - cente^rade
Tn z Mean inlet temperature - centegrade
H - Heating 7alue per cubic foot.
H = 3.968 S (T>- Ti )
10'.- Methods of Conducting the Tests. - In
performing these tests, the load on the engine was kept con-
stant, with the exception of Tests 17, 18, 19, in which the
load was slightly increased to avoid excessive piston speed.
The work was proportioned so that the most important readings
were taken simultaneously. A complete set of readings was taken
every five minutes, a test continuing for one-half hour. The
arrangement of the work was as follows: - The indicator cards,
engine speed and brake readings were taken by one member of the
party; inlet and outlet jacket water tomoeratures and their
weights by second member, and the temperature and weight of
calormeter water, the gas or gasoline, and air readings and
their temper:: tures and pressure by a third member of the party.
In all twenty-seven tests were run on city gas and gasoline,
these tests being divided into eight series. In each series
some condition was varied between extreme limits, all the other
factors being kept constant. Tests 1-6 inclusive were con-
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ducted with variable jacket water temperatures. Tests 7-10
inclusive, were conducted with variable gas and air ratios;
11 - 16 inclusive, with variable ignition, and 17 - 19 inclusive,
with variable air and gas ratios. The clearance used thruout
these series was 19.04% of the stroke. Tests 20 - 21 inclusive,
were run with varying air and gas ratios with the clearance
volume increased to 25'/o, Tests 22 - 24 inclusive, included
variable air and gasoline ratios with the same clearance
volume. The" last three tests were conducted with a clearance




The Determination of the Variable ''n 11 .
11.- The variable "nM Ls probably familiar to all
students of thermodynamics as occurring in the gas equation
?Vn = C. Very little work has been done on the determination
of the values, as applied to gas engines under variable conditions
of operation, and it was with this point in view that Messrs.
Gibbs and Harris wore assigned this subject for a thesis,
Although the results obtained had to be rejected because of
certain mechanical difficulties, a brief description of the
method may be of interest*
As has been explained before, half-hour tests were run, the
cards and readings being taken at equal intervals of time.
These diagrams are then integrated, and their M. E. P. determined.
A card is then selected which is typical of the test, both in
M. S. P. and K. P. . , and is plotted on logarithmic paper.
The method of transfer to logarithmic paper is as follows.
Prom 20 to SO points are selected on the ?. V. diagram, and since
these points correspond to certain absolute pressures and
volumes, their coordinates are plotted on the logarithmic paper.
These points are then connected by a smooth curve, from which a
comolete and accurate analysis of the engine performance can be
obtained. The expansion and compression curves gradually
merge into straight lines from which the value of ;tn" may be
determined by the slope of the line. A justification for this
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method may be found in the following mathematical deduction;
Given: - PVn = C
Taking logarithms of both sides -
Log P a -n Log V + Log C
Since the equation of a straight line is
Y - mx + b
Y - Log ?
x Log V
b = Log C
m =-n
Thus m the slope of the straight line corresponds to -n,
the slope of the expansion and compression curves, when plotted
on logarithmic paper.
In addition to giving accurate values of Mn", the
logarithmic diagram is also useful in determining leakage.
This is easily seen on the plotted diagram by a bulging
out of the expansion and compression lines at its ends, the
top ones Indicating leakage out of the cylinder, and the lower
ones leakage into the cylinder*
Since it was observed that the compression pressure was far
too low for the clearance volume, it was decided to test the
engine for leakage with compressed air, and upon so doing our
fears in this regard were verified. in view of the fact that
all of the cards plotted on logarithmic paper gave very straight
compression lines, with no apparent leakage at the top or bottom,
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the results ar'; rather confounding-
No attempt has therefore been made in this thesis, to con-
nect the values of ! 'n" with any of the various gas engine
variables, because )f the absurdly low values obtained as a




Discussion, Calculations and Conclusions.
12. - Discussion.- The results obtained and their
relation to the operation of the engine are bast seen when plotted
on coordinate paper. Thus constant reference to the curves
drawn for the various tests will be made in this discussion.
The load on the engine was kept constant thruout the
various tests, thus the mechanical efficiencies varied only
within a small range, and no attempt has been made to establish
a connection between the maximum mechanical efficiencies obtained
and the variables of the various tests.
Curve No. 1. shows the relation between the temperature
of the jacket water and the gas consumed per i. H. ?. hour
and B. H. P hour. The curve shows that the engine was
operating must economically at 125 degrees and 105 decrees
F. respectively.
Curve No. 2 shows a relation between the jacket water
temperatures and the thermal efficiencies per I. H. P. and B. H
P. hour. The curve shows that the maximum efficiencies
obtained were with jacket water temperatures of 123 degrees
F. and 105 degrees F. respectively.
Curve No. 3 shows a relation between the air - gas ratios
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Curve No. 4 shows a relation "between the air - gas ratios
and the thermal efficiencies. This curve shows that the
thermal efficiencies increase as the ratio of air to gas in-
creased. The maximum efficiency obtained in this test was with
a ratio of 7.6 : 1, which was the maximum ratio obtainable.
Curve No. 5 shows that the icr cent, of heat transformed
into work the heat in the jacket water, and the heat in the
calorimeter water increased with the ratio of air to gas.
The maximum efficiency obtained was with a ratio of 7.6 : 1,
which was the maximum obtainable ratio. The per cent* of heat
lost by radiation decreased with the increase of the air - gas
ratio and reached a minimum at this ratio .
Curve No. 6 shows the ralation between the air - gas ratio
and the point of ignition.
Curve No. 7 shows that the maximum thermal efficiencies
per 1. H. P. and B. II. ?. hour were obtained with a crank angle
at the point of ignition at 32 degrees before the end of the
comaression stroke.
Curve No. 8 shows the relation of the oroportions of air
to gasoline by weight to the pounds of gasoline per 1. H. P,
and B. II. ?. hour. The most efficient ratio was 20.4 : 1,
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Curve No. 9. shows that the thermal efficiencies increase
and reach a maximum as the ratio of air to gasoline by weight
increase
.
Curve No. 10 shows that the ner cent of heat converted
into work, the heat in the calorimeter and jacket waters in-
crease as the air - gasoline ratio increased- The heat lost
by radiation decreases as the air - gasoline ratio is increased.
Curve. No. 11 - - The clearance was increased in this
series of tests to 25fo of the piston displacement. The curve
shows that the cubic feet of gas :>er i. H. ?. hour increases
slightly with the ratio of air to gas, while the cubic feet of
gas per 15. H. P. hour remains practically constant.
Curve No. 12 shows that the thermal efficiencies per I, H.
P. hour decrease as the ratio of air to gas increases. The
efficiencies per B. H. P. hour remains constant as the air to
gas ratio increases.
Curve No. 13 shows that the gasoline per I. II. ?. hour and
B. H. P hour decrease as the air - gasoline ratio increases.
Curve No. 14 shows that the thermal efficiencies increase
and reach a maximum as the air - gasoline ratio increases.
Curve No. 15 shows that the per cent, of heat converted into
work, the heat in the calorimeter and jacket waters decrease with
the increase ratio of air to gasoline. The heat lost by
/
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radiation falls off rapidly as the ratio of air to gasoline
increases. The heat is nearly all accounted for at the
weakest mixture.
Curve No. 16. The clearance was increased to 27,76% of
the piston displacement . The curve shows that the cubjc feet
of gas used per 1. H. P. hour and B. H. ?. hour decrease
slightly as the air - gas ratio increases.
Curve No. 17 shows that the thermal efficiencies per i. ft.
P. and B. H. P hour decrease slightly as the air - gas ratio
increases.
Curve No. 18 shows the relation between the oer cent- of
clearance volume and the thermal efficiencies per i. H. P.
hour with the engine operating on city gas. The thermal
efficiencies decrease as the clearance volume increases. The
maximum thermal efficiencies obtained in the various tests were
used in plotting1 the curve.
Curve Mo. 19 shows the relation between the per cent of
clearance volume and the thermal efficiencies per I, H. P.
hour. The efficiencies increase up to 25 per cent clearance
volume and fall off rapidly as the per cent, of clearance
increases. The engine was operating on gasoline thruout this
series of tests.
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13. Calculations.- The reduction of the gas volume
an measured to the standard condition of 62. degrees i1'. and 14.7
pounds per square inch was obtained by the formula -
,^g
5
- |^ in which the subscript s refers to




The gas nressure was determined by adding the pressure of
the gas in pounds per square inch to the atmosphere pressure
as determined by the barometer. The gas pressure was
measured in inches of kerosene. The ratio of the specific
gravity of kerosene at the room temperature to the specific
gravity of v/ater was used in reducing the pressure in inches
of kerosene to inches of water from which the pressure of the
gas in pounds per square inch was determined, The absolute
temperature of the gas was obtained by adding the observed
gas temperature to the absolute zero temperature.
As the air was under suction, and hence below atmospheric
pressure, the pressure in puunds per square inch as determined
from the reading in inches of kerosene was subtracted from the
observed atmospheric pressure.
The gasoline gage was calibrated with the specific gravity
of gasoline at .725. The amounts of gasoline per hour were
corrected by multiplying the observed amount by ratio of the ob-
served specific gravity as determined with a hydrometer to .725.
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(21) The ratio of air to gas was determined from the
indicator by multiplying the value of air per hour an read by
eight and dividing by the gas oer hour. The copper diaphragm
thru which the air passes contains eight holes and is, therefore,
eight tines the reading indie ted.
The calorific value of the fuel were obtained from the
chemist's analysis, due to the fact that the laboratory calorimetei
was unavailable at the t-ime the tests were conducted.
(28) indicated Horse Tower = LM1
33000
in which -
L - the length of the stroke in feet
& - explosions per minute
A = area of cylinder in square inches
P = mean effective pressure.
(29) Brake Horse Power - ,2frLi7fll— in which
33000
L = Length of brake arm in feet
',7 s Load in pounds on the scales
ft = I-Iumhor of revolutions dot minute
(Co) friction Horse Power = i. H. ?. - B. H. P.
(32) Mechanical Efficiency = 15 • H -
I . H . ?•
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(33) Heat units consumed by engine per i. H. P. or
B. II. P. hour = heating value of the fuel x fuel per hour
(std) -r the I. H. P. or 13 H. P.
(34) *ounds of fuel or cubic feet of gas consumed per
i. H. P, or 13. H. P. hour = quantity of fuel per hour (std) *
I. H. ?. or 13. H. P.
(35) Thermal efficiency ratio per I. H. P« or 13. H. P
hour - 2545 divided by the heat units consumed by the engine
per i. il. ?. or 13. H. P hour.
(36) Work done ^er heat unit - Thermal efficiency
x 778 foot pounds.
(37) Heat balance per i. H. P. hour
(a) Heat conveyed into work - 2545 B. T. U.
(b) Heat rejected to cooling water = (22a; (17aII -
17al)+ (22b) (17b I I - 17bl)
(c) Heat rejected to exhaust gases = (23) (18b-18aj
(d) Heat unaccounted for, including radiation =
33a - (37 a+37b +37c)
(38) Per cent of heat distribution.
(a) Heat conveyed into work = 37 a * 37e
.
(b) Heat rejected to cooling watefc = 37 b * 37 e
(c) Meat rejected to exhaust gases = 37 c
-r 37 e
(d) Heat unaccounted for, including radiation =
37 d - 37 e.

DATA A '73 •<!. UT/Y O; N18 TIT D] A ' 3 'OA~?T AfV r- ' N I '
.
fl) Test of a Popart Can Krifinf ,loo«t#l at the tfnivemity of
Illinois. to determine. /A<% . • iWfcr.
*y<? .Jpfifref . S.vmfi <*»:<?tvres. Conduc tod by
( g ) TJT e of er.rine * Horizontal Cap.
(3) Class of Knpine Stationary.
(4) Class of Cycle -;
' cur Hycla.
.
(f») Method of Ipnition,*. flake I "rra>.
f6) amo cf Wilder.., -opart "ever Engineering Co
v Buffalo , " . Y
.
( 7) Dinensici













(n) Diameter cf Cylinder 10 inches.
fe) Stroke of piston "... 9 Inches.
( a ) C ompressi on space 19.0 4-%
(e) Ccvcminr Throttling.
(f) Morse r( wer constant for 1 lb.m.e.p. antf 1 r.p.m.
.00039ZS
Rated Capacity 15 Horso Power.
-ate Af*" 1
Miration of Tests feilrs.
vina 'f Fuel Ci+f
r c u ft
3arome tor Pressure O'aMy.)
Temp. of Cas at Meter . . . X.fJ
Pressure of Cas at .' etor
Temp. of Air TO
Temp .of Coolinp water
( a ) tl rv. cylinder head
I inlet i/Vf)
1 1. Outlet, (f/\)
Z.9ZtZ Z9.2IZ
(o4& <Z>5 4>Z>4-














(19) Fuel consumed (stdhQV-f*
(20) Air supplied (std) , .Qv-/.*
(fl)
tl*2)
Ratio of Air to Gas (by Vol-
ume )



















Calorific value of oil per






















i «—' i / Q<J.(oS /Of, 3 ' to 1 5Q-
6,2..SS gzbs 0,1.3o
/floj /oo/S 78./S 98.oo 9<o6>0
25Zb 2SO




2,/og S8<* Z38 Zclo 13+
IS°8> 536 Sao fOQ Z&°
9<=?Z 76 8 972
(oSo bS~° 6>4To
5°.'S S2.J SK5 S2..& S'.o
2<69 2<b9.9 Z6>8 2<a<° 2.(0*
/ 3^ 1 1$Us '33
I2.o< IZ31 /2/7 t2p3
Vu 9?98 9.//Z 9.O70 89 7
C
3.i ee 28C* 3.196
2 3.6 Z (o.f 2,6:9 21 9- z^s-
79./ 73.o 7ZJ 7<fS
13,5° ° /3SS-0 / 2 eso /3o9o / 30.ro
1 733o 17,(09° (#,7Z.o
zo.9+Zone 2081 I9J6
27/*2 2 7.o<* 2 768 28.&0

(35) Therr.a efficiency ratio
a . Per I . H.. P.
b. Per B.H.P,
(36) 77ork done per Heat unit.
Ft. lb. of work ner B.t.u.
consumed.
(37) Heat balance on B.t.u. per
I.H.P. hr.
a. Heat conveyed into wo*
b. Heat rejected in cool-
ing water.
c. Heat rejected in ex-
haust gases.
d. Heat unaccounted for
including radiation.
e. Tot-.il heat consumed
ner I.H.P. hr.
(38) Percent of Heat Distribution
a. Keat conveyed into work
b. H^at rejected in cool-
ing water,
c. Heat rejected in ex-
haust gases.
d. Heat unaccounted for
including radiation,
e. Total heat consumed
ner I.H.P. hr.
li.eo 19.SO 13^1
/ 3* /9-.I3 l3.fS-
loa.i 1 1 zo 1 1 %P 1 IO.C>
254S 2545 25-43- 25*43" ZS*5
SZio 437o 4*3o 3^2°
Z74o 27/o 2.180 2775"




/8.d7 I3.9S l?.6o I9.SO /ays
3&.S7 32.3"/ 2 3.3 7
2 Of* O a. 0.30 3.0.7 T, 2 l."S%
2 3.36 2 8.1* 2.6,37 3/.?3
ioO.oo / OO.OO / 0. 1 O.OO f 0.0 / O O

(b) Thru cylinder jacket.
I. Inlet
II. Outlet.




(19) Fuel consumed (std) . fcyft). .
(20) Air sunn lied (std).....
(il) Ratio of Air to Gas (by Vol-
ume )





(23) Calorimeter water (weight)
(24) Calorific value of oil per
lb. or. per cu. ft. gas by
cal. test.
(25) Mean Effective Pressure
(26) Revolutions per minute.
























I 7<bO 16 CO l8io
<o?T- (of**" 7J* 7.&S
3 S3 216 ZS* -




256. (a 2<e* Z$9 27 *•
I3Z IZ9S 137
II3Z I/.7Z II.SI IZZC
8QO 8.9 e 3SZ 9.2S
2 St X7* 2(*1 2.9S
22.% 2.33 2 3 3S 7.*.2
-
/7Z2o l~*>9do I228&
22200 1 9iao /76oo
'
2(oS& I&.9
3*7- 2**+ 27.1 2*f?

(35) Ther-al efficiency ratio
a. Per I.H.P.
b. Per B.H.P«
(36) Work done per beat unit.
Ft. lb. of work oer B.t.u.
consumed*
(37) Heat balance on B.t.u. per
I.H.P. nr.
a. Heat conveyed into wo*
b. Heat rejected in cool-
ing water.
c. Heat rejected in ex-
haust gases.
d. Heat unaccounted for
Including radiation.
e. Total heat consumed
per I.H.P. hr.
(38) Percent of Heat Distribution
a. Heat conveyed into work
b. H^at rejected in cool-
ing water*
c. Heat rejected in ex-
haust gases.
d. Heat unaccounted for
including radiation.
































DATA A ,T) UT/V 'PUS TF.C - [>? A 3 OA!? OASK"G TTJK •
(1) Test of a >ogart Cas Engine .located at the University of
Illinois. to determine. f/M&'J« . .»T//A *.iWf'.£/?,
. . T? '. * A4*" *~.e « C onrt U c- 1 e cl by
(2) Type f,r enrine * :Tpri zcntal Cas.
(3) Class of* "^nfrine Stationary.
(4) Class of Cycle Four Cycle.





(6) ! Tano of -milder. iopart n o,ver Engineering Co
mffaio,:; .y.
( 7) rUnenFicns fo x e
(a) Class of Cylinder Sinrlo ( ylinder , £ inple
Acting.
(h) Diameter cf Cylinder" 10 inches.
(c) Stroke of piston.............. 9 inches.
(d) Compression space / 9.0*1 %,
(e) Gcveminr "hrct^linp-.
(f) K&rse power ecV.Ftant for 1 lb.m.e.p. and 1 r.p.m.
.OOO Q^ZS
Hated Capacity *.15 Horse
!'ate . . . ( . 7i I
Duration cf Tests /^Urs.
7ind ?f JVLei..&.tX&?.s.
»0''/er
(12) Heating Properties o:~ ?uel






Temp. of Cas at Meter . . f ./T.
.
Pre; pure of Cas at ! let or
(V)
Ter.p.of Air ,\. I .
Torip.of Coolin/r Water








/ 03 1 i 6" i o 7S "7

DATA A ,r> RKi UVV >m TEi' 33 a ' : f.Al? OAf;K*:nrrr..
Test cf a >ogart Cap Engine .located at the v y\ i versi ty of
(2)
Illinois. to Aetomine . . 5/// Jp; * 7.°/ .*.*. . 'Z.* . f? r/ Sf? . . .
. J it:°.*P C ondu c- 1 o d by
Type of enrine JTprl»C©tal Oas.
(3) Class of ?ill|?J.ne * stationary.
(4) Class of Cycle Pour Cycle.
(5) Method of Ignition Halm ft Break.
(6) Name cf Builde]
( 7 ) Ditnen e i ens ...
.
iopart Po»ver Engineering Co
Buffalo.H.Y.
fa) Class of Cylinder Sinple Cylinder , i inple
Acting.
(b) Diameter cf Cylinder" 10 inches.
(c) Stroke of piston 9 inches.
(d) Compression space t^.o^-e/o
(e) Ccverninr ' nhrct+-linp
.
(f) Horse r<wer cfMfftant for 1 lb. m. ft. p. and 1 r.p.m.
,aoofl<7Z5
(0) Hated rapacity 15 Horse Power
i
f
cJ) "ate /?>©/"/'/ /2 y /s/3
(10) duration cf Tests Hrs.
(11) 7ind Of Sue! c,+y <3«s
(12) Heating Properties of ?uel C?^~°&t<s-
( l." ) ^arome tor 1 're s sure
( 14 ) Temp . of Cas at :ieter .... tf.
(151 Pressure of Gas at :ieter . <s\X"
(16) Ter.p.of Air (fVi\ .
(17) Tenp.of Coolinp '<7ater






s~e.z £~6.S 6 3 6>/.3
£ St 6 7.4 *6 67
'3trt 5> /2/. t> '9.D

(b) Thru cylinder jacket.
I. Inlet
II. Outlet.




(19) Fuel consumed (std)
(20) Air sunniied (std).....
($1) Ratio of Air to Gas (by Vol-
ume )






(23) Calorimeter water (weight)
(24) Calorific value of &4-L r*e-r
Hd. er. oer cu. ft. gas by
cal. test.
(25) Mean Effective Pressure
(26) Revolutions per minute.

















CO 6 2 C 7.4 SV.3 <Z6~,3 66.3-
'33.4 J ZC.C* * / 3
C*8 OZ.<*- 3S.4 c c 6 7
/ 03 SOti.S 98 / 04. J O/. <£
zc/.a 2.4 2. C 2
'7<zs '7S3 '798 I76 / 8do
C.<4 6.6S
Z4£ ZC6> Z&Z 2./
6
C C8 S7Z
~S %S 87 fi ft/ a t> s /Ov w / Si / 9
6>-£T6 czro
*e.i>4 54.86 3-6-.+1 S3Z/4
ZS8 248C Z3~C 2S3.Z 244.4. Z4o.7
l Z S /Z4.3 /Z 8 J2C.C 'Z2.3 /Z6.3




2.77 2C4 z.ej S.22 377
Z4. zs.o Z7-4 3J.Z






/<734o J 9/ i>o
Z2LS 22.4 22./ a/. 2d ' Z2-6
Z*t.4 2 9.6' 2 8.Z 3o. 9 3 y. 8

(35) Therr.nl efficiency ratio
Per I.H.P.
b. Par B.H.P,
(36) Work done per beat unit.
Ft. lb. of work ner B,t.u,
consumed.
(37) Heat balance on B.t.u. per
I.H.P. hr.
a. Heat conveyed into woik
b. Heat rejected in cool-
ing water,
c. Heat rejected in ex-
haust gases.
d. Heat unaccounted for
including radiation.
e. Total heat consumed
per I.H.P. hr.
(38) Percent of Heat Distribution
a. Heat conveyed into work
b. H^at rejected in cool-
ing water,
c. Heat rejected in ex-
haust gases.
d. Heat unaccounted for
including radiation,
e. Total heat consumed
ner I.H.P. hr.






<reao <Ho7S 3^7 <?°7S
/<?S&c
17.T.S /7.4? /7.7o i?./o fd.W
7>t.5° 332° 32-XO 3Z.7S- 32.7o
/6<SO 2.070

























Test of a lOpart CaR Enpinc .located at the vn i versity of
Illinois. to rtotominp. iKtt'fifftei'tl. • ST.'fA . fPS^Aff,
. .TV y/jRTfi Conducted by
Type of enpine ITpriacntal Tar.
Class of v.np? ne L^tat i onary
.
Class cf Cycle icur Cycle.
Method of [pnition Hake £ ~rca>.
Vano cf Builder....... opart Vomer Engineering Co
Juffalo.n.Y.
DinensiCTis
(a) Class cf Cylinder Sinrlo Cylinder, J inrle
Actinp.
(b) Diameter cf Cylinder1 10 inches.
(c^ ftrcke of piston 9 inches.
( d ) C orrr.re ss ion svac e is. 04 o/
(e) Ccvcrnir.r "hrct^linp.
(f) Horse rvwer or r Ftant "cr 1 lb.in. e.p. and 1 r.p.m.
• . OOO & 9 ZS
Rated rapacity 15 Horse
"ate . . .%pn I . '. i
T urat i cn cf Te st s . . S tr7.^. Ilrs
.
7 ind ? f Fu el.. ftvt <2/i7?
c rer
.
Heatinp Trcperties e:~ Fuel w
ayk::ace P3£; . naEs a:?
barometer "rrssv.re . . .
Temp. of Cas at Meter
Pre sure of Cas at eter.
Terp.of Air
Torip.of Coclinp '.?ator....





ii 6 // S



















I. Inlet <bO SQ.3
6«34
II. Outlet. (°F)
''S3 1 i /.o
water.
a. Tnlet 63 63
b. Cutlet //z.z. 99.3 / on.n
9. ,54 8.IZ
ZZ40 ZZ\H








xse Z38 Z66 -
S9SL 85G
tots fio
Calorific value of oil npr l<974o
lb. or. per cu. ft. gas by
cal . test
.
Mean Effective Pressure S&.<o 51to
Revolutions per minute. 3o4.<&
Explosions per minute. ISZfo JSt>fh
POWER
Indicated Horsepower, !5fto
Brake Horsepower. iohz IU1 1w
Friction Horsepower. 3;3? <?.43
Percentage of I.H.P. lost in
fr i c t i on.
2 7.4 zn,i
Mechanical efficiency. (od>,Co 7zp
ECONOMY RESULTS










b. B.H.P. hr. I.Qox S5SO .7 10

i(35) Thermal efficionoy ratio
a; Per I.H.P.
b. Per B.'H.P,
(36) Work done per beat unit.
Ft. lb. of work n«r B.t.u,
consumed.
(37) Heat balance on B.t.u. per
I.H.P. hr.
a. Heat conveyed into woik
b. Heat rejected in cool-
ing water.
c. Heat rejected in ex-
haust gases.
d. Heat unaccounted for
including radiation.
e. Total heat consumed
per I.H.P. hr.
(38) Percent of Heat Distribution
a. Heat conveyed into work
b. H^at rejected in cool-
ing water,
c. Heat rejected in ex-
haust gases.
d. Heat unaccounted for
including radiation.































(1) Teat of a togart CaF Knpinr .located at tne Hnivereity of




. .'n'.^v^. Conduct* 3 by
(.2) ?yr fi ° r enrine * ITpriacnta] Cas.
(3) Class of 'rfnpine Stationary.
(4) Class cf Cycle Four Cycle.
(5) :;ethcO of .[pnition Make & ~rra>.
(6) : T ano cf -Juilder... "opart Power Engineering Co
:<uffaic,::.Y.
( 7) Dimensions
(a) Class of Cylinder Sinplo Cylinder ,SUnple
Actinpr.
(h) Diameter cf Cylinda^ 10 inches,
(e) Stroke of piston 9 inches.
(d) Compression space 2.6~o/<>
(e) Ccverninr nhrot+-linp.
if) Koree riwnr constant for 1 lb.m.e.p, and 1 r.p.m,
Rated rapacity 15 Rorse "c 'or.
•'ate y?/D/-// J2/ /£7/3
Duration cf Tests. ..
. . . Ifrs.
K ind f I r. el A^Cx .
Heating Properties of Puel %G>So 0f.<s.
AVERAGE raE.'.uaKS a:? 7» T::;-KiA?T 'i':r .
^rometor rrnesure. . t?i*i<?* .
Temp. of Cas at Ulster
Pro; pure of Cas at lletor.
.
.
Temp. of Air . . .
.
Tonp.of Coclinr VTator









(b) Thru cylinder Jacket,
I. Inlet M
II. Outlet. (o^-)




(19) Fuel consumed (std)
(20) Air supplied (std),....
(il) Ratio of Air to Gas (by Vol-iume)





(23) Calorimeter water (weight)
(24) Calorific value of oil per
lb. or. per cu. ft. gas by
cal. test.
(25) Mean Effective Pressure
(26) Revolutions per minute.









(33) Heat units consumed by en-
gine per hour.
a . Pe r . I.H.P.
b. Per. B.H.P.






























(35) Thermal efficiency ratio
a. Per I.H..P.
b. Per B.'H.P*
(36) Work done per beat unit.
Ft. lb. of work ner B.t.u.
consumed.
(37) Heat balance on B.t.u. per
I.H.P. hr.
a. Heat conveyed into wo*
b. Heat rejected in cool-
ing water.
c. Heat rejected in ex-
haust gases.
d. Heat unaccounted for
including radiation.
e. Total heat consumed
per I.H.P. hr.
(38) Percent of Heat Distribution
a. Heat conveyed into work
b. H^at rejected in cool-
ing water,
c. Heat rejected in ex-
haust gases.
d. Heat unaccounted for
including radiation.




























(1) Teat cf a ".opart CaR Knr/inr .locatid at the ! 'n i veroi <;y of
Illinois. to determine, /the-. i^i^YWA^ . .vitfft .VAr.^h\fc.W*V<
, Conducted by
(2) Type of enrine * Horizontal Tap.
( 3 ) Class o :~ '•]r\r i ne Stat i onary .
(4) Clasr of Cycle Four Cycle.
(5) Method of Ignition Make <^ Break.
(6) Jiano cf -iuilder. . .• Popart Power ::nrin°^rinpr Co
:.uffaic,;:.Y.
( 7) rdneriF ions \QXe:
(a) Class cf Cylinder Sinrlo Cylinder .Sinple
Acting1 ,
(b) Diameter cf Cylinder . . . .10 inches
.
(c)
(a) C ompre ss i on s pac e . . . £,$2c>
.
(e)
if) Morse rtwer cr.ViBtant for 1 Ib.ih.a.p. and 1 r.p.m.
Hated rapacity 15 Horse ncmr.
:'ate . . .Bip.r.v^. . .
~:uraticn cf Tests ^ Hrs.
Kind ?f Fuel. . .Q^S>.Q Vi^e
(12) Heatinp T"rcperties of ?uel . .C5717^
avk::ace fhE; . itres
Barometer free-sure
Temp, of Cas at .".eter
(15 ^ Pre pure of Cas at .'leter...
(16) Ter.D.of Air. .. fn..
(17) Temp* Of Cooling Water
(a) thru cylinder head
I, Inlet... J
.





(b) Thru cylinder jacket.




Tpmnftm t npp nf Pal nr»1 mo + <*r»
water.
a. Tnlet bb4
b. Outlet WG.Z W1.4 W5.1
(19) \O.S b-.Sb
(20) Z2AO.








£Zb. 2.3fc>. 2.32. -
14<). GOO.
(23) ^14. °\4b. ^34.
(24) Calorific value of nil npr*




(25) Mean Effective Pressure 53.2. sa.b Sb.V
(26) Revolutions per minute. <3£>2.b 34£.
(27) Explosions per minute. H\. \4\1
POWER
(28) Indicated Horsepower, \b.01 n.q
(29) Brake Horsepower. \\.W>
(30} Friction Horsepower. 4A°\ 4.44 47B
tsi) Percentage of I.H.P. lost in
fri ct i on.
2.^4 3a. \
(32) Mechanical efficiency. ^\\.b
ECONOMY RESULTS
(33) Heat units consumed by en-
gine per hour.
a. Per. I.H.P. M660 ^£30.
b. Per. B.H.P. 15^40. \3bb0






b. B.H.P. hr. 5\2^

(35) Thermal efficiency ratio
a. Per I.H.. P.
b. Par B.H.P,
(36) Work done per beat unit.
Ft. lb. of work ner B.t.ii.
consumed.
(37) Heat balance on B.t.u. per •
I.H.P. nr.
a. Heat conveyed into woik
b. Heat rejected in cool-
ing water.
c. Heat rejected in ex-
haust gases.
d. Heat unaccounted for
including radiation.
e. Total heat consumed
per I.H.P. hr.
(38) Percent of Heat Distribution
a. Heat conveyed into work
b. H^at rejected in cool-
ing water.
c. Heat rejected in ex-
haust gases.
d. Heat unaccounted for
including radiation.





















DATA A 'D F!\ UT/V OF ma TFT ' 01 A '3 OAFT ftASK" G ' "." .
Teat of a >ogart Tap Rnplirr .Locator! at the University of
Illinois. to determine, .7^?*-. ^ffjftfi7.<i f^ . ,KK'.t*i . . . .
.m * t"r.*k Conduc ted by
Type of enrine Horizontal Car.
Class o f Klifri ne * L' tat i onary .









litethod ct" Ignition Hake & "rra/r.
ftame cf *5uilder...- Popart "'ever Engineering Co
5uffalo,:;.Y.
( 7) Dimensions
(a) Class of Cylinder Single Cylinder .Single
Acting.




(t) Korse r<wer ecMstant for 1 lh.m.e.p. and ]. r.p.n.
.oooe 9z.s
Rated rapacity 15 Horse Po^er.
"ate /7/=>r// s<3, /0/3
Duration cf Tests. . . . /f. . . . Hrs.
F inr! ' f Fr« e 1 . . . <%{ ty . .Qtt




AVEFACE PFF . . F7?FT A
( IF ) arometer Pre&sure . . .
(14) Temp. of Cas at Meter























Fuel consumed ( s td) . . ,Y*\Vv
Air supnlied (std) ........ .







(23) Calorimeter water (\veight)
(24) Calorific value of oil per
lb. or. per cu. ft. gas by
cal. test.
(25) Mean Effective Pressure
(26) Revolutions per minute.







































(35) Thermal effiolenoy ratio
Bu Per I.H.P.
b. Per B.'H.P,
(36) Work done per beat unit.
Ft. lb. of work ner Btt,u«
consumed.
(37) Heat balance on B.t.u. per
I.H.P. nr.
a. Heat conveyed into wodc
b. Heat rejected in cool-
ing water.
c. Heat rejected in ex-
haust gases.
d. Heat unaccounted for
including radiation.
e. Total heat consumed
per I.H.P. nr.
(38) Percent of Heat Distribution
a. Heat conveyed into work
b. H^at rejected in cool-
ing water
c. Heat rejected in ex-
haust gases.
d. Heat unaccounted for
including radiation.












































Test of a '-opart Tap Knpino ,looatt£ at the ITniversity cf
Illinois. to deternine. . Xfte. &$$V4-wq&A4-£i ..Vttfta
. .vsWA^k . .vwsTvjvs conduct
i
Type of enrine JTpri&cntal Cas.
Class of Rnpine L'tati onary
.
Class of Cycle Four Cycle.
Method of Ignition T !a»ro £• ~*.rea>
.
Name of -ftiilder. . .• Popart Power Knpineering Co
Buffalo t !».Y.
iinensicr.s
(a) Class of Cylinder Sinple Cylinder , Sinple
Acting?..
(b) Diameter cf Cylinder 10 inches.
(c^ Stroke of -piston... 9 inches.
( d ) C ompress i on s r ace... .
.
(e^ Governing Throttlinp.
(f ) Morse power constant for 1 lb.m.e.p, and 1 r.p.m*
O 0O?S25"
Rated rapacity 15 Horse 'Y .'nr.
-ate
"Juration cf Tests Ifrs.
X ind • f Fuel <3-.&.<3 ) I
T7eatinr T'rcportiCF; c:" Fuel . A^fWP*
ayk::ace ?3E> . IISRS
barometer Pressure
Temp .of Cas at Mete:





1 1. Outlet cyy.























(23) Calorimeter water (weight)
(24) Calorific value of oil per
lb. or. per cu. ft. gas by
cal. test.
(25) Mean Effective Pressure
(26) Revolutions per minute.






























(35) Therr.nl efficiency ratio
a. Per I.H.P.
b. Per B.'H.P«
(3G) Work done per beat unit.
Ft. lb. of work ner B»t.ii,
consumed.
(37) Heat balance on B.t.u. per
I.H.P. nr.
a. Heat conveyed into wo*
b. Heat rejected in cool-
ing water.
c. Heat rejected in ex-
haust gases.






(38) Percent of Heat Distribution
a. Heat conveyed into work
b. Heat rejected in cool-
ing water,
c. Heat rejected in ex-
haust gases.
d. Heat unaccounted for
including radiation.

















14.- Conclusions. - Due to inaccurate information
concerning the rated speed of the engine, the load carried by
the gas engine was greater than allowable to maintain the rated
speed. The determination of the load however, in the Preliminary
experiments, showed that the load used produced a maximum horse-
power.
The mechanical efficiencies obtained thruout the various
tests are average, and show the engine to have been working
efficiently with regard' to the load carried*
The thermal efficiencies oer i. H. P. and J3. H. P. hour
are lower than obtained in ordinary practice, and may be
accounted for, undoubtedly, by the leakage from the engine
cylinder* The full heating value of the fuel is not utilized
when leakage occurs, inasmuch as the quantity of fuel in the
cylinder at Ihe end of comoression and explosion is reduced
considerably, thus the quantity actually used in producing
work is much less than in accounted for at the end of the
suction stroke. ^ence, with low comoression and explosion
pressures, the mean effective pressures obtained were low,
with a consequent reduction of the indicated and brake horse-
power and an increase in the consumption of gas or gasoline
per i. ii. P. or JfcS. H. P. hour.
The heat balance shows some interesting results, namely,
that as the air - gas ratio or the air - gasoline ratio in-
creases, the heat generated per cubic foot or pound of fuel,

becomes more nearly accounted for. This fact is apparent
from a consideration of the heat units per unit volume
of mixture. As the proportion of air increases, the heating
value per cubic foot decreases. in consequence, the tem-
peratures obtained are lower and the exposed surfaces much
cooler. Hence the heat taken up by the jacket and calori-
meter waters was in a greater oroportion to the heat generated
than in the tests where a richer mixture was used.
In conclusion, the engine worked fairly efficiently end
if the piston rings were renewed, the rated horse-power and
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Variable Jacket Water Temperatures
Compression Volume l2/Z> R/sro/v D/srl acemee/E
Teste/ /. rr.EP S/Ef^' 1 Teste/94- n.E.E?
Tes t /Y° Z H.EF " Tes t e/° 5 n.£/=>S2S%
"
7e >nnp. Tacked WqI^v 9a °/=~ Tennp . Jo <z k<zf U/Q7fe/~ /$7 ° /=
Test 3 rj£P 52./***" Test /y96 n.EP5tov»"
Temp. Joekef \*/<»+<ri- t/f°E Tzmp. Jhc A^Y WWe>- I7S °E
/
Ihd/cator Cards
Clearance Volume /<? yQ
Test PI? 7 HER^J/ Test rf? 9 W.E.P 73 V*
A' R TO OAS f?ATZO <S.O Z To 1.00 Al R TO GAS R A T/o ? / & To /.<=> c
Te-st /Y<? a n. E.F"??.7o*/°" TETS7- fy?tO fi.e./=> f?.7Z*fe>"




C LLaR Aricz VoLur^e /9.o <?y f^/sTorv £> i ^ ac a m £rw r
Test rf? /I M.E.e 5o/ TestM?/*!- tf. £ .
A NG L. E a^cfi?Af^f^ v3 /. 9 ° A/^CL£ or c/?ArvK 2 °
resT/y°/3 n.£./? &o.qo*/~« Test A/ 9/6 SS./*9*/'
AHGLE. Or-Gf?AMK 3<5.&° A /Y <T L E OF C/? AP< K

INDICATOR CARDS
V/7RI/76LE GASOLINE RHD /lift fllXTURES
Cle^r^nce Volume 13.04/5 Pi5ton Displace ment
Test Ho-H n.E.P-61.6%" TestNo.18 r\Z.PS6h?#'
Test No. 19 n.E.P 51.0*'°"
Test fY°25 n.E.P 4-d 3*?°° TestN°Z6 MEP49/*
FUR-GAS Rffr/O-Q.oa fliP?- Q, ft5 HRTo-G.^/

TND/C/lTOf?
Var/able Air to Gas Rat/o
CL £ARANCE ]/0L Ur*7£ Z 6~y* To/V R*L A<ZE- f*t£/Y T
Te^t H° ZO r7.£/?S33*/<r" Test /V? Zt /y.£/?SZ&V'"
A<R TO G AS RATio (h.-^fTo t.oo A/R TO GAS RaT/O 7.0-? TO> /O O

Indicator cards
Variable Gasoline and A\r Mixture
Compression Volume 2 bZ Piston Displacehent
Test No. ZZ ME.P - 53.2%" Test No. Zb N. CP - 52.6%
.AIR-GASOUINE RATIO- IB.8 AIR-6ASOIINE Rf\T\0-
Test No. £4 H.L.P - 56.\7o"
AIR-6ASOLINE RATIO- &.T16
Compression Volume 21161 P\ston Displacement
Test No;21 H.L.P-50. 57d'
AIR-GASOLINE RAT\0- 16.01



